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Abstract—This paper considers multicell scheduling for coordi-4
nated multiple-input multiple-output cellular networks. In a mul-5
ticell scenario, intercell interference, which is the major challenge6
degrading system performance, can be suppressed via multicell7
coordination. However, when the number of users is larger than8
that can be served, user/multimode selection is necessary, and can9
significantly enhance the performance in such interference-limited10
environment. Nevertheless, user selection in a multicell scenario11
incurs high computational complexity and overhead signalling.12
To this end, in this paper, low complexity greedy algorithms are13
proposed for user selection. The algorithms are based on the con-14
cept of angle between subspaces and intersection of null spaces,15
and work in partially distributed fashion with limited information16
exchange. By these algorithms, channel feedback can be greatly17
reduced with reasonable computational complexity. In addition,18
multimode scheduling schemes are proposed for this multicell set19
up, where the spatial streams are adaptively selected. The proposed20
algorithms are analysed and compared with the optimal solution21
obtained by exhaustive search. Simulation results show that the al-22
gorithms achieve most of the throughput achievable by the optimal23
solution.24

Index Terms—Block diagonalization, multicell coordination,25
multi-mode user selection.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

FUTURE wireless communication systems are expected to28

meet the explosive demand for high data rate applica-29

tions [1]. Due to cost and scarceness of spectrum resources,30

wireless systems must be highly spectrally efficient [2]. Hence,31

the research has been growingly motivated towards increasing32

spectral efficiency. Various strategies and techniques have been33

proposed. Examples of such strategies are aggressive frequency34

reuse and dense deployment that have been thought as effec-35

tive ways for exploiting the spectrum more efficiently. How-36

ever, these strategies give rise to inter-cell interference which37

may severely degrade system performance [2], [3]. To come up38

with effective solutions for the inter-cell interference problem,39
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different interference management strategies are proposed in 40

this context such as interference avoidance, interference mitiga- 41

tion, and interference cancellation techniques [3]. 42

Multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) has 43

the potential of increasing system capacity by exploiting extra 44

degrees of freedom offered by space domain. Multiple users can 45

be served simultaneously on the same frequency band through 46

spatial multiplexing and precoding techniques. The channel can 47

be decomposed into multiple parallel spatial sub-channels to 48

transmit multiple spatial data streams [4]. For optimal power 49

allocation, water-filling strategy can be employed to allocate 50

the power on these sub-channels [5]. Precoding techniques range 51

from the one that has very high complexity such as dirty paper 52

coding to the one with low complexity such as zero forcing (ZF) 53

and block diagonalization (BD) [5]–[7]. The latter techniques 54

are suitable for practical use and can asymptotically approach 55

optimal performance when number of users gets very large [6]. 56

The number of users that can be served by MU-MIMO is con- 57

strained by the transmit antennas. Hence, user selection needs 58

to be implemented to choose the best spatially compatible users 59

(their channels are uncorrelated) so that inter-user interference 60

can be efficiently eliminated. Various algorithms are developed 61

for user selection [6], [8]–[14]. For ZF, greedy user selec- 62

tion algorithms based on null-space successive projection and 63

capacity-based metric are proposed in [6] and [8], respectively. 64

For BD, capacity-based and Frobenius-based greedy algorithms 65

are developed in [9]. However, these algorithms incur high com- 66

plexity due to frequently using singular value decomposition 67

(SVD) and water-filling. To overcome this limitation and avoid 68

the unreliability caused by dealing with large concatenated ma- 69

trix, a novel algorithm to iteratively select users is introduced 70

in [10]. The algorithm is based on the idea of null spaces in- 71

tersection where the pre-coder matrix of each user is obtained 72

iteratively and sequentially to eliminate the inter-user interfer- 73

ence and thereby incorporating it in user selection. Strategies 74

based on angle between subspaces are proposed in [11]–[13]. 75

This approach accounts for the spatial compatibility between 76

users and relatively incurs less computational complexity. The 77

authors of [13] utilise the iterative procedure in [10] to introduce 78

an algorithm for user selection based on principal angle between 79

subspaces. The idea of principal angle is further utilised with 80

a different selection criteria based on capacity bound in [12]. 81

These works assume that users utilise all their receive antennas. 82

However, when the user has more antennas than can be served, 83

a set of user antennas must be selected for reception. Antenna 84

selection combined with user selection is addressed in [14], 85
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[15]. In [14], a simplified scheduling for antennas and user se-86

lection is proposed for MU-MIMO systems. While in [15], an87

adaptive strategy (multi-mode selection) for allocating varying88

number of spatial streams among users is developed employing89

capacity-based metric. More specifically, antennas and user se-90

lection are jointly performed so that an optimal subset of users91

and receive antennas are selected to maximise the sum capacity92

thereby it can better exploit multi-user diversity.93

In the aforementioned works, the focus has mainly been on94

single-cell scenarios and, therefore, losing practicality where the95

interference cannot be ignored. Recently, to address inter-cell96

interference problem, MIMO technique is utilized on multicell97

system level in what has been known as multicell MIMO [16].98

Two levels of multicell MIMO have been studied in the litera-99

ture: coordinated MIMO and network MIMO [16]. In the first100

scheme, a cluster of base-stations (BS)s coordinate their beam-101

forming transmission such that the interference is cancelled at102

users served by neighbouring cells [17]–[19]. In this strategy,103

global channel state information (CSI) of users in neighbouring104

cells must be exchanged among BSs. Whereas, in the later,105

a cluster of BSs act as a one giant BS jointly transmitting to106

their users so that the system can be viewed as a MU-MIMO107

[20]–[22]. In this case, data as well as CSI must be exchanged108

among the cells. Obviously network MIMO comes at the price109

of high cost in terms of control and data signals exchange [16].110

Unlike the aforementioned works, in this paper, the problem111

of user scheduling in multicell setting is addressed. Assuming112

the number of users in each cell is larger than that can be served,113

the problem we consider here is how to select users in the cells114

with spatially separated channels such that the sum-rate of the115

system is maximised. Furthermore, in addition to user selection,116

we also consider multi-mode selection problem where users117

may not all have the same number of spatial streams, thereby118

user selection is implemented across spatial modes. In both119

cases, solving multicell scheduling problem brings about high120

complexity in terms of computations and overhead signalling.121

To overcome these limitations, a distributed multicell scheduling122

algorithm is proposed consisting of two stages: multicell user123

scheduling stage and precoding stage.124

In the multicell user scheduling stage, the algorithm works in125

a sequential manner such that in each cell, a BS selects its users126

based on CSIs of already selected users interference channels127

in other cells. In the second stage, having selected the sets of128

users by all BSs, precoding matrices are designed for the selected129

users in each cell. In both stages, each BS works separately from130

other BSs, thus no centralised action is required. Furthermore,131

two algorithms are proposed for the scheduling stage. In the132

first algorithm, named as distributed sequential user scheduling133

(DSUS), each BS schedules its set of users in its turn, where in134

each turn, users are selected such that the space spanned by users135

channels lies almost in the null space of interference channels of136

already selected users in the previous cells. The reason for doing137

so is to suppress the interference more efficiently. The process138

continues until all BSs select their users. In the other algorithm,139

named as distributed circular user scheduling (DCUS), users140

are iteratively scheduled across cells. Unlike DSUS algorithm,141

in DCUS, only one user is selected by each cell in each turn.142

Having all BSs selected one user per each, in the next round 143

the process is repeated for selecting one user by each BS. In 144

each user selection, a BS takes CSI of the so far selected users 145

so that it can select another user in the null space of all users 146

interference channels. 147

In the first algorithm, the cells have noticeable disparity in the 148

sum-rate, where the last cell in selection order has higher sum- 149

rate among the others. While, in the second algorithm, better 150

fairness in terms of sum-rate among cells can be achieved com- 151

pared to the first algorithm. This point will be further illustrated 152

and justified in the subsequent sections. 153

In the procedure of multicell user selection described above, 154

the order of BS sequence can be dictated by the system through 155

central unit. Furthermore, no need to exchange all CSI of all 156

users among the cells but only of those selected users. 157

The main contributions of the paper are summarised as fol- 158

lows: 159

1) Low complexity user scheduling scheme is proposed for 160

multicell setting with MIMO coordination. The proposed 161

algorithm works in a partially-distributed manner with 162

limited information exchange and consists of two stages: 163

multicell scheduling and precoding stage. Thus, the pro- 164

posed algorithm can greatly reduce overhead signalling 165

by allowing only selected users to feedback their CSI. 166

2) Two variants of multicell scheduling are proposed. The 167

first algorithm has less complexity but leads to a gap in 168

system performance among cells. While the second algo- 169

rithm yields better fairness in terms of system performance 170

though with more signalling iteration among the cells. 171

3) The algorithm is extended to multi-mode selection in ad- 172

dition to the user selection, whereby the spatial modes are 173

adaptively selected in each cell. 174

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II 175

describes the proposed system model and the concept of BD and 176

principal angle. Section III presents the problem of multicell 177

scheduling and introduces the proposed algorithms and its two 178

variants and how the proposed algorithm is extended to multi- 179

mode selection. In Section IV, fair scheduling is introduced 180

for the proposed algorithm. Section V presents the simulation 181

results of the proposed algorithm. Finally, conclusions are drawn 182

in Section VI. 183

Notations: Bold and lower-case letters denote vectors while 184

bold and upper-case letters denote matrices. In×n denotes the 185

identity matrix with n× n dimensions. The notations (.)H, ‖.‖, 186

and tr{.} denote conjugate transpose, norm of a vector, and trace 187

of a matrix, respectively. |A| denotes the cardinality of set A. 188

N (.) and R(.) denote the null space and row space of a ma- 189

trix, respectively. E{.} is the expectation operator. Furthermore, 190

null(M) and row(M) denote the matrices whose columns form 191

an orthonormal basis of N (M) and R(M), respectively. 192

II. SYSTEM MODEL 193

A. Signal Model and Block Diagonalization 194

Consider a downlink cellular network consisting of a set 195

of B BSs, where B = {1, . . . , B} as shown in Fig. 1 for the case 196

of B = 3. Each BS is equipped with Nt antennas and serves 197
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Fig. 1. Illustration of coordinated MIMO cellular network, each BS serves
multiple users equipped with multiple antennas.

users, each equipped with Nr antennas. Suppose that the active198

set of users to be selected and served by BS b is Kb ∈ Ub , where199

Ub is the set of all users in cell b, and denote kb as an index of200

a user served by BS b such that kb ∈ Kb = {1, . . . , |Kb |}. The201

downlink channel matrix from set of B BSs to user kb in cell b202

is given by:203

Hkb =
[√

β1
kb

H(1)
kb
,
√
β2
kb

H(2)
kb
, . . . ,

√
βBkb H

(B )
kb

]
, (1)

where H(i)
kb

∈ CNr ×Nt is the downlink channel matrix from BS204

i to user kb located at BS b. Each component of H(i)
kb

is an205

independent identically distributed complex Gaussian random206

variable with zero-mean and unit-variance. βikb denotes the large207

scale channel fading (path-loss and shadowing) between ith208

BS and kb user. The transmit data vector of user kb is given209

by xkb ∈ CLk b
×1, where Lkb denotes the number of spatial210

streams allocated for user kb . The data vector xkb is multiplied211

by Nt × Lkb precoding matrix Pkb and the resultant signal is212

transmitted through Nt antennas from BS b.213

At the receiver side of user kb , a post-processing matrix214

Wkb ∈ CLk b
×Nr is employed to decode the spatial streams215

at the receiver. Hence, the received signal ykb ∈ CLk b
×1 after216

post-processing is given by:217

ykb = WH
kb

H(b)
kb

Pkb xkb︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+WH
kb

H(b)
kb

|Kb |∑
ib =1,ib �=kb

Pib xib

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cell interference

+ WH
kb

B∑
s=1,s �=b

H(s)
kb

|Ks |∑
ns =1

Pns xns

︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cell interference

+WH
kb

nkb , (2)

where n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) such that218

E{nkb nH
kb
} = σ2I. The second term is the intra-cell interference219

that stems from transmission to the users served by the same220

BS. The third term is the inter-cell interference that comes from221

other BSs. For the sake of complete exposition, we will describe222

the whole process of interference cancellation. To cancel the223

intra-cell interference, the following should be satisfied [7]:224

H(b)
kb

Pib = 0, ∀kb �= ib ,∀kb, ib ∈ Kb . (3)

On the other hand, to cancel the inter-cell interference, the fol- 225

lowing should also be satisfied: 226

H(s)
kb

Pns = 0, ∀kb ∈ Kb , ns ∈ Ks , b �= s ∈ B. (4)

To satisfy the condition in (3), i.e. cancelling the intra-cell inter- 227

ference, the precoding matrix Pkb should lie in the null space 228

of H̃b
kb

, which is defined as [7], [8] 229

H̃(b)
kb

=
[
H(b)H

1 , . . . ,H(b)H

kb−1,H
(b)H

kb +1, . . . ,H
(b)H

|Kb |
]H
. (5)

Whereas, to cancel out the inter-cell interference, the precoding 230

matrix Pkb should lie in the null space of Ĥ(b)
kb

which is defined 231

as: 232

Ĥ(b)
kb

=
[
H̄(b)H

1 , . . . , H̄(b)H

s−1 , H̄
(b)H

s+1 , . . . , H̄
(b)H

B

]H
, ∀b �= s ∈ B,

(6)
where we define H̄(b)

s as: 233

H̄(b)
s =

[
H(b)H

1 , . . . ,H(b)H

|Ks |
]H
. (7)

To obtain the precoders that satisfy the conditions in (3) and (4), 234

each BS b concatenates channel matrices of its own users along 235

with interference channels to the users in other cells as Ĥ(b)
kb

= 236

[H̃(b)H

kb
, Ĥ(b)H

]H. Thus, to nullify both inter-cell and intra-cell 237

interference using BD, the pre-coder Pkb must be constructed 238

such that: 239

Ĥ(b)
kb

Pkb = 0, ∀b �= s ∈ B. (8)

Let l̂kb = Rank(Ĥ(b)
kb

), the condition in (8) can only be satis- 240

fied when Rank(Ĥ(b)
kb

) < Nt . Let the singular value decom- 241

position (SVD) of Ĥ(b)
kb

as Ĥ(b)
kb

= Û(b)
kb

Λ̂
(b)
kb

[
V̂(b)
kb ,1

V̂(b)
kb ,0

]H
, 242

where Λ̂
(b)
kb

is the l̂kb × l̂kb diagonal matrix, i.e. Λ̂
(b)
kb

= 243

diag(λ1,kb , . . . , λl̂k b ,kb
), V̂(b)

kb ,1
contains the first l̂kb right sin- 244

gular vectors, Û(b)
kb

is an orthogonal matrix and V̂(b)
kb ,0

contains 245

the last Nt − l̂kb right singular vectors. Therefore, the columns 246

of V̂(b)
kb ,0

form the null space basis of Ĥ(b)
kb

. From V̂(b)
kb ,0

, the pre- 247

coding matrix Pkb can be constructed such that both intra-cell 248

and inter-cell interference can be eliminated [7]–[9]. 249

The precoding matrix Pkb can be decomposed into three ma- 250

trices Z1
kb

, Z2
kb

, and Bkb , i.e. Pkb = Z1
kb

Z2
kb

Bkb . where Z1
kb

is 251

designed to eliminate intra-cell interference, therefore it should 252

lie in N (H̃(b)
kb

). While Z2
kb

is designed to eliminate inter-cell in- 253

terference, thus it should lie in N (Ĥ(b)
kb

). Bkb is the matrix hold- 254

ing singular vectors that maximise data rate. Let Ḧ(b)
kb

denote the 255

effective channel matrix for user kb , i.e. Ḧ(b)
kb

= H(b)
kb

Z1
kb

Z2
kb

. 256

To obtain Bkb that maximises data rate, we find SVD of Ḧ(b)
kb

257

as: 258

Ḧ(b)
kb

= Ü(b)
kb

[
Λ̈

(b)
kb
,0
] [

V̈(b)
kb ,1

V̈(b)
kb ,0

]H
, (9)

where V̈(b)
kb ,1

contains the first right singular vectors, the columns 259

of which correspond to the orthonormal basis ofR(Ḧ(b)
kb

). Thus, 260
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Algorithm 1: Iterative Pre-Coder Design.

1: i = 1, Pi
1 = INt

.
2: while i < |K| do
3: Pi+1

i+1 = Pi
i × null(HiPi

i).
4: for m = 1 to i do
5: Update Pi+1

m = Pi
m × null(Hi+1Pi

m )
6: end for
7: end while

by setting Bkb = V̈(b)
kb ,1

, the data rate is maximised. The method261

to design precoding matrices mentioned above utilises SVD to262

find the null space for each user. The issue with this method263

is that it incurs costly computations. Motivated by the itera-264

tive method introduced in [10], the null space matrices can be265

obtained iteratively by utilising the idea of null space intersec-266

tion [23]. More specifically, consider the matrix that nullifies267

the intra-cell interference of user 1, i.e. Z1
1. Let Z1( i )

1 be pre-268

coding matrix Z1
1 after ith iteration, Z1( i )

1 should satisfy that269

H(b)
kb

Z1( i )

1 = 0 for all 1 < kb ≤ i. Then, Z1( i+ 1)

1 can be found as:270

Z1( i+ 1)

1 = Z1( i )

1 G, (10)

where the columns of G lie in the null space of H(b)
i+1Z

1( i )

1 ,271

i.e. N (H(b)
i+1Z

1( i )

1 ). In the same manner, the precoding matrices272

of other users can be obtained iteratively. In each iteration, the273

number of columns of Z1( i )

1 is reduced by Nr . Algorithm 1274

summarises the aforementioned procedure [10]. The BS index275

is removed from the notations in Algorithm 1 for simplicity.276

B. Principal Angle Between Subspaces277

To utilise the iterative procedure for user selection, we278

use an approach based on angle between subspaces of users279

channels. Here, we review the concepts of principal angle280

and geometrical angle utilised in this paper. Assume that281

U , V ⊂ Cn are two non-zero subspaces, the principal angles282

δi ∈ [0, π/2], i = 1, . . . ,m, between U and V are recursively283

defined such that [24]:284

cos (δi) = max
u∈U ,v∈V

uHv

= uH
i vi ,

subject to, ‖u‖ = ‖v‖ = 1, (11)

wherem = min{dim(U),dim(V)}, u and v are the vectors that285

form the ith principal angle. cos (δi) can be defined in terms of286

the eigenvalues as follows [24], [25]:287

cos2(δi) = λi , i = 1, . . . ,m, (12)

where λi are the eigenvalues of P̂H
1 P̂2P̂H

2 P̂1, with P̂1 and P̂2 the288

orthonormal basis matrices of subspaces U and V , respectively.289

Principal angles can be used as an indication of the degree of290

spatial correlation. That is, the larger the principal angle is, the291

more uncorrelated subspaces are. Thus, principal angles can be292

utilised to measure the orthogonality between users channels.293

To fully characterise spatial correlation between two subspaces,294

it is beneficial to consider the concept of geometrical angle. In 295

the following, the definition of geometric angle and its relation 296

to singular values will be given. 297

Geometrical Angle: For the given subspace U and V , the 298

geometrical angle, i.e. the angle Θ = �(U ,V) between the two 299

subspaces, is defined as [24], [25]. 300

cos2 (Θ) =
m∏
i=1

cos2 (δi)

= det
(
P̂H

1 P̂2P̂H
2 P̂1

)
. (13)

cos2 (Θ) represents the ratio between the volumes of the paral- 301

lelepiped spanned by the projection of the basis vectors of the 302

lower dimension subspace on the higher dimension subspace 303

and the one spanned by the basis vectors of the lower dimension 304

subspace [26]. 305

Based on both principal angle and the previously described 306

iterative procedure, the authors of [13] propose low complexity 307

algorithm for user selection in single cell scenario. In the next 308

section, the algorithm is subtly modified and utilised in the 309

proposed multicell scheduling. 310

III. MULTICELL USER SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 311

In this section, we define the problem of multicell scheduling 312

that maximise sum-rate of the system. In order to make the anal- 313

ysis more consistent, we start first with single cell scheduling 314

and then, subsequently, proceed to define multicell scheduling 315

problem. The reason behind this will be clarified in the next 316

discussions. 317

A. Single Cell Scheduling 318

In a single cell scenario, inter-cell interference is not consid- 319

ered. Hence, as described previously, scheduling users can be 320

either implemented with fixed number of spatial modes being 321

allocated for each user, which corresponds to the conventional 322

BD, or with varying number of spatial modes per each user, 323

which corresponds to the multi-mode selection. In the later case, 324

the selected users may have different number of spatial modes. 325

One way to implement multi-mode scheduling is by the way 326

of antenna selection. In antenna selection, the scheduler should 327

select the best set of antennas that maximises the sum-rate in the 328

system. Multi-mode scheduling allows more flexibility in allo- 329

cating the spatial modes and can substantially improve data rate 330

by exploiting multi-mode diversity [15]. Even though through- 331

put of a user can be decreased, nevertheless, it frees up the 332

resources so that they can be used by other users with better 333

spatial channel separation. Hence, in general, the sum-rate of 334

maximization with conventional BD/multi-mode scheme in sin- 335

gle cell is written as 336

Rb = max
Kb ∈Ub ,Lk b

,Pk b
,Qk b

∑
kb ∈Kb

log2

det
(
I +

1
σ2

H(b)
kb

Pkb Qkb P
H
kb

H(b)H
kb

)
, (14)
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subject to337

|Kb |∑
kb

Lbk ≤ Nt, (15)

|Kb |∑
kb =1

tr(Qkb ) ≤ P. (16)

For conventional BD,Lbk is fixed, i.e.Lbk ≤ Nr , and for multi-338

mode selection it can take the values 0 ≤ Lbk ≤ Nr for each339

user at each scheduling instant. Qkb and P are the transmit340

covariance matrix of size Lkb and the total transmit power341

allowed for each BS, respectively. Note that the covariance342

matrix Qkb can be determined by water-filling over non-zero343

eigenmodes of the effective channel. However, it is well-known344

that equal power allocation performs as good as water-filling in345

high signal to noise ratio (SNR) regime. Thus, we will consider346

equal power allocation for the rest of analysis, then we have347

Qkb = (P/
∑|Kb |

i Lbk )ILb k
×Lb k

.348

In general, only exhaustive search can solve this problem by349

searching over all possible sets of users/spatial modes, which350

is highly computationally costly. Therefore, we propose two351

suboptimal low complexity algorithms for both conventional352

BD and multi-mode user scheduling schemes. Although they353

are for single cell scheduling, the proposed algorithms will take354

into account the interference from other cells. Thus, they will355

be utilized later for our proposed iterative multicell scheduling356

algorithms. In the following discussion, we briefly explain the357

algorithms and how they work.358

a) Scheduling With Fixed Number of Spatial Modes (Conven-359

tional BD): when the transmission from the BS to each user360

utilises all available receive antennas at the users, no antenna361

(or multi-mode) selection is needed and Lbk = Nr . Hence, the362

channel matrix between BS b and the user kb is H(b)
kb

∈ CNr ×Nt .363

Accordingly, scheduling can be implemented to choose the best364

highly uncorrelated users channels.365

Here, we propose a greedy user selection algorithm based366

on principal angle concept [13]. Consider a cell b, at the ini-367

tialisation step, the algorithm computes the null space of the368

interference channels of users in other cells, denoted as N. The369

null space (N) is used to compute μ(1)
kb

for all users in the cell,370

where μkb represents the product of eigenvalues of the effective371

channel for user kb . Then, the user with the maximum μkb is372

selected, and a null space matrix W is initialised based on the se-373

lected user and the matrix N, according to step (2). Note thatWb374

is the sets of unselected users. At the ith iteration, the algorithm375

updates users’ metrics and selects the i th user satisfying (27).376

After the user is selected, Kb , Wb and W are updated accord-377

ingly. The conventional BD scheduling algorithm is detailed in378

Algorithm 2.379

It is worth mentioning that, comparing to conventional single380

cell algorithms, our algorithm considers the null space (N) in381

calculating the users’ metrics (μkb ) and the updated null space382

matrix W, which will subsequently affect the users’ selection.383

The inclusion of N yields further intersection with null space384

of other users interference channels.385

Algorithm 2: Iterative Greedy User Selection Algorithm.
1: Initialisation: Wb = Ub , Kb = φ, matrix of interference

channels null space N.
2: Gkb = row(H(b)

kb
), μ

(1)
kb

= det(H(b)
kb

NNHH(b)H
kb

),
∀kb ∈ Wb .

3: Select the best user k̂b as

k̂b = arg max
kb ∈Wb

μ
(1)
kb
. (17)

4: Update users sets: Wb = Wb \{k̂b}, Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}
5: W = N × null(H(b)

k̂ b
).

6: for i = 2 to |Kb | do
7: for m ∈ Kb do
8: μ

(i)
m = det(H(b)

m WWHH(b)H
m ).

9: cos2(ψm ) = det
(
GmWWHGH

m

)
.

10: end for
11: Select the next user according to

k̂b = arg max
m∈Wb

μ(i)
m

∏
k∈Kb

μ
(i−1)
k cos2 (ψm ). (18)

12: Update Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}, Wb = Wb \{k̂b}.
13: Update μ(i)

kb
, ∀kb ∈ Kb .

14: Update W = W × null(H(b)
k̂ b

W).
15: end for

b) Scheduling With Multi-Mode Selection: when the num- 386

ber of spatial modes are adaptively allocated for each user, 387

both user and spatial mode selection need to be implemented. 388

In Algorithm 3, we modify Algorithm 2 to incorporate spa- 389

tial multi-mode selection. The algorithm works by checking the 390

best antenna of a user that has maximum space angle with the 391

subspace spanned by already selected antennas. Accordingly, 392

the channel matrix between BS b and antenna l at user kb is 393

represented by h(b)
kb ,l

∈ C1×Nt . Denote Akb and Skb as sets of 394

remaining antennas and selected antennas for user kb in a cell 395

b, respectively. Wb is the set of users in cell b that have some 396

antennas still unselected. While Kb is the set of users that have 397

antennas selected. 398

The Algorithms 2 and 3 will be used for multicell scheduling 399

algorithms presented in the next section. They can be used by 400

each cell to select its own users/spatial modes such that the 401

selected users channel directions have maximum subspace angle 402

with interference channels of the previous users cells. Further 403

elaboration will be made to describe this process in the next 404

section. 405

B. Multicell Scheduling Problem Formulation 406

When considering multicell scenario, the problem of finding 407

the best users set for each cell Kb ∈ Ub , ∀b ∈ B, gets coupled 408

with precoding design due to inter-cell interference. Hence, 409

scheduling users across multiple cells becomes more compli- 410

cated, since we have to jointly schedule users/spatial modes sets 411

across all cells. Thus, multicell scheduling that maximises the 412
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Algorithm 3: Iterative Greedy Multi-Mode Selection
Algorithm.

1: Initialisation: Akb = {1, . . . , Nr}, Skb = φ,∀kb ∈ Wb ,
Wb = {1, . . . , |Wb |}, Kb = φ, matrix of interference
channels null space N.

2: Gkb ,l = row(h(b)
kb ,l

), μ(1)
kb ,l

= det(h(b)
kb ,l

NNHh(b)H
kb ,l

)
∀kb ∈ Wb , l ∈ Akb .

3: Select the best antenna l̂ of the best user k̂b as

(k̂b , l̂) = arg max
kb ∈Wb ,l∈Ak b

μ
(1)
kb ,l

.

4: W = N × null(h(b)
k̂ b ,l̂

).
5: Update antenna and users sets:
6: Ak̂ b

= Ak̂ b
\{l̂}, Sk̂ b = Sk̂ b ∪ {l̂}, Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}.

7: for i = 2 to |Kb | do
8: for m ∈ Kb do
9: for l ∈ Skb do

10: μ
(i)
m,l = det(h(b)

m,lWWHh(b)H
m,l ).

11: cos2(ψj (l)) = det
(
Gm,lWWHGH

m,l

)
.

12: end for
13: end for
14: Select the next antenna according

(k̂b , l̂) = arg max
m∈Wb ,l∈Ak b

μ
(i)
m,l

∏
k∈Kb ,j∈Sk b

μ
(i−1)
k,j cos2(ψj (l)).

15: Update Ak̂ b
= Ak̂ b

\{l̂}, Sk̂ b = Sk̂ b ∪ {l̂},

16: Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}.
17: if Ak̂ b

= φ then

18: Wb = Wb \{k̂b}.
19: end if
20: Update μ(i)

kb ,l
, ∀kb ∈ Kb , l ∈ Skb .

21: Update W = W × null(h(b)
k̂ b ,l̂

W).
22: end for

sum-rate for B cells is mathematically expressed as413

Rsum = max
Kb ∈Ub ,Lk b

,Pk b
,Qk b

B∑
b=1

∑
kb ∈Kb

log2

(
det

(
I +

H(b)
kb

Pkb Qkb P
H
kb

H(b)H
kb∑

s �=b H(s)
kb

Pks Qks P
H
ks

H(s)H
kb

+ σ2

))
,

(19)

subject to414

|Kb |∑
kb

Lbk ≤ Nt − B|Kb |, ∀b ∈ B, (20)

0 ≤ Lbk ≤ Nr , (21)

|Kb |∑
kb =1

tr(Qkb ) ≤ P, ∀b ∈ B, (22)

H(b)
kb

Pib = 0, ∀kb �= ib , (23)

H(s)
kb

Pns = 0, ∀kb ∈ Kb , ns ∈ Ks , b �= s ∈ B. (24)

Evidently, solving the problem (19) in realistic systems faces 415

three major challenges summarised as follow: 416

1) Inter-cell interference: the first challenge is the inter-cell 417

interference coming from neighbouring BSs. To overcome 418

this problem, BSs can coordinate their beamforming or 419

precoding matrices so that the interference is eliminated 420

at all users. To better utilise coordinated MIMO technique, 421

the set of users in the cells should be selected such that 422

each set of users in a cell have maximum spatial separation 423

with interference channels of users in the other cells. 424

2) Computational complexity: the second challenge is how 425

to find an optimal set of users in each cell such that the 426

inter-cell interference is perfectly eliminated, while max- 427

imising the sum-rate of all cells. To clarify this point, 428

without loss of generality consider two cells; b1 and b2 429

serving users kb1 and kb2 , respectively. For the b1 to per- 430

fectly eliminate the interference to user kb2 while serving 431

its user kb1 , the channel direction of b1 from its served user 432

kb1 , i.e. Hb1
kb 1

and its interference channel to the user kb2 , 433

i.e. Hb1
kb 2

must have perfect orthogonality. When there are 434

more users than that can be served, only exhaustive search 435

can find the optimal solution for this problem by searching 436

over all possible subsets of users and spatial modes given 437

by
∑	BNt /Nr 


i=1 C(B|Ub |, i) and
∑	BNt 


i=1 C(B|Ub |Nr , i), 438

respectively, where C(n, k) denotes the number of k- 439

combinations from a given set of n elements. This induces 440

complexity given by 441

ϕus ≈ O
(
|Kb |(BNt)3C(B|Ub |, |Kb |)

)
, (25)

ϕmm ≈ O
(

(BNt)5

Nr
C(B|Ub |Nr ,BNt)

)
. (26)

It is clear from (25) and (26) that the complexity becomes 442

prohibitive as the total number of users in the cell |Ub | 443

grows large. It can be observed that the problem becomes 444

even harder due to the coupling in user selection among 445

cells. Consequently, the computational complexity of ex- 446

haustive search becomes even higher than that of a single 447

cell user selection. 448

3) CSI feedback cost: assuming perfect CSI feedback and 449

centralised processing for selecting users across cells, 450

the BSs should exchange the global CSI of all users at 451

each scheduling period, which puts too much burden 452

to be permitted on the limited-capacity backhaul links. 453

Moreover, when the number of users in each cells gets 454

larger, CSI cost increases accordingly. This holds true even 455

when no exhaustive search but centralised processing is 456

implemented. 457

Motivated by the previous discussion, a suboptimal low 458

complexity algorithm is necessary from the practical point of 459

view for user selection in multicell setting to avoid complexity 460

involved in (19), while requiring less CSI sharing among cells. 461

To decouple the joint problem (19) into two sub-problems, 462

we propose two stages procedure; scheduling stage and 463

precoding stage. In the scheduling stage, BSs progressively and 464
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Algorithm 4: DSUS Scheduling Algorithm.
1: Initialisation: Wb = Ub , Kb = φ, ∀b ∈ B.
2: Scheduling step:
3: for b = 1 to B do
4: BS b constructs H̀(b) = [H̄(b)H

1 , . . . , H̄(b)H

b−1 ]H.

5: BS b calculates the matrix Nb = null(H̀(b)).
6: BS b selects its users (Kb) based on Nb using

Algorithm 2.
7: BS b conveys, to the rest of the BSs {b+ 1, . . . , B},

the interference channels, H(s)
kb

, between each BS
s ∈ {b+ 1, . . . , B} and the selected users ∀kb ∈ Kb .

8: end for
9: Precoding step: After scheduling step and exchanging

the interference channels of all selected users by all
BSs, each BS b distributively designs the precoders
for their own users by considering a new input matrix
Nb = null(Ĥ(b)).

sequentially select their users in their coverage region such that465

each BS selects its users separately from all other cells. At each466

step, each BS, say b, takes a limited amount of information from467

the previous BSs (1 to b− 1), and based on which it selects468

its users. Two types of algorithms are proposed to implement469

this procedure; DSUS and DCUS. In the following discussion,470

each algorithm will be described thoroughly. Without loss471

of generality, let us assume fixed spatial stream case, i.e.472

conventional BD, when discussing the multicell algorithms;473

nevertheless, the algorithms are also applicable to multi-mode474

case.475

a) DSUS Algorithm: In this algorithm, multicell scheduling476

is implemented in sequential distributed manner. At the ini-477

tialization, the first BS b = 1 schedules its users according to478

Algorithm 2, and conveys interference channels from all other479

BSs to its selected users. At the i th step, a BS b, where b = i,480

selects its own users such that the channel directions of selected481

users have maximum spatial separation with interference chan-482

nels between BS b and the users already selected by BSs 1 to483

b− 1. To do so, BS b selects its users with maximum effective484

channels lying in the null space of all interference channels to485

the already selected users in the previous cells. It does so by in-486

corporating input matrix N, which represents the space allowed487

for use by its own users. To select users in each cell, an itera-488

tive algorithm determining the best users group using principal489

angle between subspaces is employed. Once users are selected,490

the BS b passes the CSI of interference channels between its491

selected users and all other BSs. The process continues until492

the last BS involved in coordination selects its users. The sec-493

ond stage of algorithm is implemented distributively by each494

BS, whereby each BS, after selecting its own users, designs495

the transmission precoding matrices separately. The algorithm496

details are presented in Algorithm 4.497

With this algorithm, there is no need to estimate the interfer-498

ence channels by all users in a cell. But only the set of selected499

users can estimate the CSI and feed them back to its serving BS.500

Thus, in addition to reducing the complexity of user selection,501

the algorithm can significantly reduce overhead signalling and 502

feedback cost. 503

As it will be shown later, simulation results reveal that DSUS 504

algorithm results in disparity in performance among cells. More 505

specifically, while the first cell, i.e. BS b = 1, obtains lower 506

throughput compared with other cells, the last cell, i.e. BS b = B 507

enjoys best performance compared to others. This stems from 508

the fact that the first cell in the sequence, when selecting its own 509

users, does not take into account the interference channels to 510

users in other cells as they are not yet selected. In contrast, the 511

last cell knows all interference channels to the already selected 512

users in other cells so that the BS, b = B, can select users 513

in a subspace which is an intersection of null spaces of all 514

interference channels. 515

b) DCUS Algorithm: Here, the process of users selection 516

is implemented circularly among the cells. More specifically, 517

while in DSUS algorithm, each BS selects its set of users in 518

one round and then the next BS does the same and the process 519

continues until the last cell, in DCUS algorithm, each BS selects 520

one user in its round and the next BS does the same and so 521

on. In the next iteration, the process is repeated from the first 522

BS to the last one to select another single user by each cell. 523

Thus, the process is implemented circularly among the cells. The 524

detailed process of circular multicell scheduling is presented in 525

Algorithm 5. The DCUS algorithm brings about more delay 526

and frequent signalling, since each BS has to wait for other BSs 527

to select one user per each so that it can select another single 528

user again. However, with DCUS the disparity in sum-rates 529

among the cells is significantly reduced, especially when users 530

have the same average SNR, as will be evident by simulation 531

results. Further comments will be made regarding this point in 532

simulation results. 533

C. Computational Complexity Analysis 534

Here we compare the complexity of the proposed multicell 535

user/multi-mode scheduling algorithm to that of brute-force 536

search. Computational complexity is usually measured in terms 537

of the number of flops ϕ required to accomplish the whole pro- 538

cess of calculation. A flop is defined as a real floating point 539

operation, thus, a real addition (or multiplication) operation has 540

one flop. While a complex addition and multiplication have two 541

flops and six flops, respectively. 542

Consider a complex matrix H ∈ Cm×n , the complexity of 543

the following matrix operations is given as [9] 544

1) Multiplication of an m× r complex matrix with a r × n 545

complex matrix has 8mrn flops. 546

2) Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation (GSO) has 8m2n− 547

2mn flops. 548

3) SVD has approximately 24mn2 + 48m2n+ 54m3. 549

4) det(HH) takes 8m2n+ 4
3m

3 − 3
2m

2 + 13
6 m flops. 550

In the optimal multicell user/multi-mode scheduling, we as- 551

sume that a central unit conducts an exhaustive search over all 552

possible users and spatial modes combinations of which the 553

complexity are given by (25) and (26), respectively. To find 554

the complexity of the proposed multicell scheduling algorithm, 555

we will consider only the first stage, i.e. user scheduling, and 556
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Algorithm 5: DCUS Scheduling Algorithm.
1: Initialisation: Wb = Ub , Kb = φ, ∀b ∈ B.
2: Gkb = row(H(b)

kb
), ∀kb ∈ Wb ,∀b ∈ B.

3: Scheduling step:
4: for b = 1 to B do
5: BS b constructs H̀(b) = [H̄(b)H

1 , . . . , H̄(b)H

b−1 ]H.

6: BS b calculates the matrix Nb = null(H̀(b)).
7: BS b calculates the following metric

μ
(1)
kb

= det(H(b)
kb

NbNH
b H

(b)H
kb

), ∀kb ∈ Wb .

8: BS b selects one user according:

k̂b = arg max
kb ∈Wb

μ
(1)
kb
.

9: Update users sets: Wb = Wb \{k̂b}, Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}
10: BS b conveys the interference channels H(s)

k̂ b
to the

rest of BSs s ∈ B\{b}.
11: end for
12: for i = 2 to Nt

BNr
do

13: for b = 1 to B do
14: BS b calculates the matrix Nb = null(Ĥ(b)).

15: BS b constructs H́(b) = [H(b)H

1 , . . . ,H(b)H

|Kb | ]
H.

16: W = Nb × null(H́(b)).
17: for m ∈ Kb do
18: μ

(i)
m = det(H(b)

m WWHH(b)H
m ).

19: cos2(ψm ) = det
(
GmWWHGH

m

)
.

20: end for
21: Select the next user according to

k̂b = arg max
m∈Wb

μ(i)
m

∏
k∈Kb

μ
(i−1)
k cos2 (ψm ). (27)

22: Update Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}, Wb = Wb \{k̂b}.
23: Update μ(i)

kb
, ∀kb ∈ Kb .

24: end for
25: end for
26: Precoding step: After scheduling step and exchanging

the interference channels of all selected users by all BSs,
each BS b distributively designs the precoders for their
own users by considering a new input matrix
Nb = null(Ĥ(b)).

neglect the precoding stage. For simple notation, let K denote557

the total number of users in each cell, i.e. K = |Ub |. Then, the558

complexity of the proposed algorithms assuming only user se-559

lection (no multi-mode selection) can be counted for each cell560

as follows:561

1) i = 1: calculating both μ
(1)
kb

and GSO requires562

K(16N 2
r Nt − 2NrNt + 4

3N
3
r − 3

2N
2
r + 13

6 Nr ) flops.563

2) i ≥ 2 calculating μ(i)
kb

, cos2 (ψm ), and H(b)
kb

needs approx-564

imately (8N 2
r Nt + 4

3N
3
r − 3

2N
2
r + 13

6 Nr ), 8NrN
2
t +565

8N 2
r Nt + 4

3N
3
r − 3

2N
2
r + 13

6 Nr , and (8N 2
t Nr ), respec-566

tively.567

For cell b ≥ 1, it requires to calculate the null space of in- 568

terference channels which takes 8(b− 1)|Kb |2Nr flops. Hence, 569

the complexity is given by 570

ϕpro.us ≈
B∑
b=1

(
K

(
16N 2

r Nt − 2NrNt +
4
3
N 3
r −

3
2
N 2
r +

13
6
Nr

)

+
|Kb |∑
i=2

(K − i + 1) ×
{

8N 2
r Nt +

4
3
N 3
r −

3
2
N 2
r

+
13
6
Nr + 8N 2

t Nr

}
+ 8(b− 1)|Kb |2Nr

)

≈ O(BK |Kb |N 2
t Nr

)
. (28)

The complexity ratio of the proposed algorithm to that of ex- 571

haustive search is approximately given by 572

ξ ≈ KNr

B2NtC(BK, 	BNt/Nr
) , (29)

which shows dramatic reduction in computational complexity 573

for multicell scheduling. 574

IV. PROPORTIONAL FAIR SCHEDULING 575

While Algorithms 4 and 5 described in Section III aim at 576

maximising system throughput, they will always favour users 577

with better channel conditions. Under practical situations, when 578

users may stay at cell-edge for a long time, this gives rise to 579

fairness issues, i.e., cell-edge users may not get scheduled for 580

long time as long as they stay on cell boundaries. Fair schedul- 581

ing is proposed to guarantee a certain degree of fairness among 582

the users in the system. Various fair scheduling policies are pro- 583

posed in literature, however in this work we consider propor- 584

tional fairness scheduler. To keep the limited space, we consider 585

multi-mode selection with proportional fairness (PF) scheduler 586

problem, which can be defined as 587

RP F = arg max
Kb ∈Ub ,Lk b

,Pk b
,Qk b

B∑
b=1

∑
kb ∈Kb

Rkb (t)
Rkb (t)

, (30)

with the same constraints in (20–24). In this problem, Rkb (t) 588

is the rate of the user kb at time instant t. While Rkb (t) is the 589

average rate of user kb . When setting Rkb (t) to 1 the problem 590

is reduced to that of (19), which is identical to maximising the 591

sum-rate. In PF, Rkb (t) is updated as 592

Rkb (t+ 1) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(
1 − 1

tc

)
Rkb (t) + 1

tc
Rkb (t), if selected

(
1 − 1

tc

)
Rkb (t), if not selected

(31)
where tc is window time. The PF scheduler ensures the fairness 593

by giving priority to the users with sufficiently large value of 594
Rk b

(t)
Rk b

(t)
. Thus, users with low average rateRkb (t) are more likely 595

to be served in the subsequent scheduling intervals. The problem 596

of PF with user selection lies in the fact that the exact rateRkb of 597

user kb is unknown before completion of user selection process. 598

However, this problem can be overcome by assuming constant 599

power allocation, which is near optimal in high SNR regime. 600
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Let Likb be the number of spatial modes at ith iteration for the601

user kb including the stream to be scheduled next, denoted as l̂.602

The rate of user kb in the ith iteration step can be approximated603

as:604

Ri
kb

≈
Lk b∑
l=1

log2

(
1 +

P

iLikb
gikb

)
, (32)

where605

gikb =
∏

l∈Sk b ∪{l̂}
μikb ,l , (33)

where gikb represents the product of squared row norms of the606

effective channels. The above metric can be further simplified607

assuming high SNR regime as608

Ri
kb

≈ log2

((
P

iLikb

)Li
k b

gikb

)
. (34)

The multi-mode selection metric for PF scheduler at the ith609

iteration is replaced by:610

(k̂b , l̂) = arg max
m∈Wb ;l∈Ak b

Ri
kb

Rkb

+
∑
k∈Zb

∑
j∈Sk b

Ri
kb

Rkb

. (35)

To consider PF in users/modes selection, (35) replaces the metric611

in step (3) in Algorithm 3.612

V. SIMULATION RESULTS613

We consider a multicell system consisting of three hexagonal614

cells (B = 3) with radius of R = 1 km. Each BS is equipped615

withNt = 12 and employs BD while coordinating toward users616

served by other cells. Users, each equipped with two antennas617

(Nr = 2), are randomly and uniformly distributed within the618

cell area. The users are assumed to always have data for trans-619

mission (full buffer assumption). Although the proposed scheme620

can accommodate multicarrier systems, we only consider sin-621

gle sub-channel with bandwidth of 180 kHz. The channel is622

assumed to be subjected to three components; path-loss, lognor-623

mal shadowing, and small-scale Rayleigh fading. The path-loss624

model is given by:625

β̂ikb (dB) = 136 + 40 log10(d
i
kb

), (36)

where dikb is the distance given in km between the user kb and a626

BS i. Noise spectral density of −174 dBm/Hz and 8 dB standard627

deviation for Shadowing are considered.628

Fig. 2 depicts the total sum-rate in bit/s/Hz versus the total629

number of users for various power (P ) values, averaged over 105630

channel realisations. The figure shows the performance of ex-631

haustive search and the proposed algorithm DSUS with fixed632

spatial mode (conventional BD). It can be clearly observed that633

the proposed algorithm achieves most of the sum-rate achievable634

by exhaustive search. It can be also noticed that the sum-rate is635

increased with the increase of total number of users, which is636

due to multi-user diversity.637

Fig. 3 shows a comparison between DSUS and DCUS al-638

gorithms assuming user pairing in which users are assumed to639

Fig. 2. Comparison between an optimal solution obtained by exhaustive
search and the proposed algorithm for different power values.

Fig. 3. Comparison between rates of the cells obtained by the two proposed
algorithms DSUS and DCUS (P = 40).

have the same average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) so that only 640

small-scale fading is taken into account. As expected, we figure 641

out that the gap in performance among cells in sequential algo- 642

rithm (DSUS) is larger than that of circular algorithm (DCUS). 643

This comes in an agreement with our expectation that the order 644

in which the process of multicell scheduling is accomplished 645

allows the latest cells to select users whose channels directions 646

lie almost in the null space of interference channels of all other 647

users belonging to other cells. In contrast, the previous cells 648

in the sequence of algorithm have no knowledge at their turn 649

about other next cells decision regarding user selection; conse- 650

quently they may select users whose channels directions may 651

not lie in the null space of interference channels to other cells 652

users. Furthermore, we expect that the gap increases with the 653

increase in the number of cells involved in coordination accord- 654

ingly. On the other hand, in DCUS, since one user is selected 655

by each cell in its turn, this allows the first cells in sequence to 656

have knowledge about more interference channels to other cells 657

users, while making the latest cells have knowledge about fewer 658
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Fig. 4. Comparison between rates of the cells obtained by conventional BD
and multi-mode selection scheme (P = 40).

Fig. 5. The figure compares between SRM and PF scheduling schemes in
terms of sum of rates of the cells in the system versus number of users.

interference channels, hence yielding more fairness among the659

cells in terms of sum-rate. However, when the users suffer het-660

erogeneous channel conditions, the gap tends to diminish and661

then both algorithms will have comparable performance due to662

higher multi-user diversity gain provided by heterogeneity of663

users channels. The fairness issue may disappear in the long664

term for the DSUS algorithm by changing the order of BSs.665

However, for a given iteration, the first BS will have better per-666

formance compared to the last BS. On the other hand, in DCUS667

algorithm, since each BS selects only one user each time, the668

fairness among the BSs can be enhanced by rotating the list of669

BSs. For example, let us suppose that we start with BS 1, until670

BSn, now if we start again from BSn, until BS 1, we expect that671

the gap between BSs becomes ever smaller with the increasing672

number of users selected per each cell.673

Fig. 4 compares between fixed spatial mode (conventional674

BD) and multi-mode selection with the DSUS algorithm in675

terms of sum-rate for versus number of users. As can be clearly676

observed, multi-mode selection outperforms fixed spatial mode677

Fig. 6. Comparison between SRM and PF scheduling schemes in terms of
sum rates of individual cells (P = 40).

scheme with only user selection. The gain comes from the flex- 678

ibility offered by multi-mode selection to choose the best set of 679

channel direction on the level of antennas, thereby exploiting 680

the spatial diversity more efficiently. 681

In Figs. 5 and 6, we compare between sum-rate maximiza- 682

tion (SRM) and PF scheduling schemes. The total rate of the 683

system and the sum-rate of cells are depicted versus number 684

of users, respectively. The observed decrease in sum-rate in PF 685

as compared with SRM comes from the fact that PF attempts 686

to guarantee fairness as described previously. However, PF will 687

ensure that users with bad channel conditions to be served. 688

VI. CONCLUSIONS 689

In this paper, multicell scheduling for coordinated MIMO cel- 690

lular network is investigated and analysed. Two low complexity 691

algorithms are proposed for user scheduling with conventional 692

BD and multi-mode selection. The algorithms are based on two 693

stages: multicell scheduling and precoding stages, and work 694

in progressive sequential manner. Thus, lower computation 695

complexity and overhead signalling are required for algorithms 696

operation. While the distributed sequential user scheduling al- 697

gorithm is shown to give higher priority for the latest cells in the 698

sequence order, the distributed circular user scheduling achieves 699

better fairness among cells. Furthermore, the algorithms are 700

extended to accommodate proportional fairness scheduling. 701

Simulation results show high percentage of sum-rate achievable 702

via exhaustive search can be achieved by these algorithms. 703
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Multicell MIMO Cellular Networks
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Murtadha Al-Saedy, Mohammed Al-Imari, Member, IEEE, Mohammed Al-Shuraifi, and Hamed Al-Raweshidy3

Abstract—This paper considers multicell scheduling for coordi-4
nated multiple-input multiple-output cellular networks. In a mul-5
ticell scenario, intercell interference, which is the major challenge6
degrading system performance, can be suppressed via multicell7
coordination. However, when the number of users is larger than8
that can be served, user/multimode selection is necessary, and can9
significantly enhance the performance in such interference-limited10
environment. Nevertheless, user selection in a multicell scenario11
incurs high computational complexity and overhead signalling.12
To this end, in this paper, low complexity greedy algorithms are13
proposed for user selection. The algorithms are based on the con-14
cept of angle between subspaces and intersection of null spaces,15
and work in partially distributed fashion with limited information16
exchange. By these algorithms, channel feedback can be greatly17
reduced with reasonable computational complexity. In addition,18
multimode scheduling schemes are proposed for this multicell set19
up, where the spatial streams are adaptively selected. The proposed20
algorithms are analysed and compared with the optimal solution21
obtained by exhaustive search. Simulation results show that the al-22
gorithms achieve most of the throughput achievable by the optimal23
solution.24

Index Terms—Block diagonalization, multicell coordination,25
multi-mode user selection.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

FUTURE wireless communication systems are expected to28

meet the explosive demand for high data rate applica-29

tions [1]. Due to cost and scarceness of spectrum resources,30

wireless systems must be highly spectrally efficient [2]. Hence,31

the research has been growingly motivated towards increasing32

spectral efficiency. Various strategies and techniques have been33

proposed. Examples of such strategies are aggressive frequency34

reuse and dense deployment that have been thought as effec-35

tive ways for exploiting the spectrum more efficiently. How-36

ever, these strategies give rise to inter-cell interference which37

may severely degrade system performance [2], [3]. To come up38

with effective solutions for the inter-cell interference problem,39
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different interference management strategies are proposed in 40

this context such as interference avoidance, interference mitiga- 41

tion, and interference cancellation techniques [3]. 42

Multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) has 43

the potential of increasing system capacity by exploiting extra 44

degrees of freedom offered by space domain. Multiple users can 45

be served simultaneously on the same frequency band through 46

spatial multiplexing and precoding techniques. The channel can 47

be decomposed into multiple parallel spatial sub-channels to 48

transmit multiple spatial data streams [4]. For optimal power 49

allocation, water-filling strategy can be employed to allocate 50

the power on these sub-channels [5]. Precoding techniques range 51

from the one that has very high complexity such as dirty paper 52

coding to the one with low complexity such as zero forcing (ZF) 53

and block diagonalization (BD) [5]–[7]. The latter techniques 54

are suitable for practical use and can asymptotically approach 55

optimal performance when number of users gets very large [6]. 56

The number of users that can be served by MU-MIMO is con- 57

strained by the transmit antennas. Hence, user selection needs 58

to be implemented to choose the best spatially compatible users 59

(their channels are uncorrelated) so that inter-user interference 60

can be efficiently eliminated. Various algorithms are developed 61

for user selection [6], [8]–[14]. For ZF, greedy user selec- 62

tion algorithms based on null-space successive projection and 63

capacity-based metric are proposed in [6] and [8], respectively. 64

For BD, capacity-based and Frobenius-based greedy algorithms 65

are developed in [9]. However, these algorithms incur high com- 66

plexity due to frequently using singular value decomposition 67

(SVD) and water-filling. To overcome this limitation and avoid 68

the unreliability caused by dealing with large concatenated ma- 69

trix, a novel algorithm to iteratively select users is introduced 70

in [10]. The algorithm is based on the idea of null spaces in- 71

tersection where the pre-coder matrix of each user is obtained 72

iteratively and sequentially to eliminate the inter-user interfer- 73

ence and thereby incorporating it in user selection. Strategies 74

based on angle between subspaces are proposed in [11]–[13]. 75

This approach accounts for the spatial compatibility between 76

users and relatively incurs less computational complexity. The 77

authors of [13] utilise the iterative procedure in [10] to introduce 78

an algorithm for user selection based on principal angle between 79

subspaces. The idea of principal angle is further utilised with 80

a different selection criteria based on capacity bound in [12]. 81

These works assume that users utilise all their receive antennas. 82

However, when the user has more antennas than can be served, 83

a set of user antennas must be selected for reception. Antenna 84

selection combined with user selection is addressed in [14], 85

0018-9545 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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[15]. In [14], a simplified scheduling for antennas and user se-86

lection is proposed for MU-MIMO systems. While in [15], an87

adaptive strategy (multi-mode selection) for allocating varying88

number of spatial streams among users is developed employing89

capacity-based metric. More specifically, antennas and user se-90

lection are jointly performed so that an optimal subset of users91

and receive antennas are selected to maximise the sum capacity92

thereby it can better exploit multi-user diversity.93

In the aforementioned works, the focus has mainly been on94

single-cell scenarios and, therefore, losing practicality where the95

interference cannot be ignored. Recently, to address inter-cell96

interference problem, MIMO technique is utilized on multicell97

system level in what has been known as multicell MIMO [16].98

Two levels of multicell MIMO have been studied in the litera-99

ture: coordinated MIMO and network MIMO [16]. In the first100

scheme, a cluster of base-stations (BS)s coordinate their beam-101

forming transmission such that the interference is cancelled at102

users served by neighbouring cells [17]–[19]. In this strategy,103

global channel state information (CSI) of users in neighbouring104

cells must be exchanged among BSs. Whereas, in the later,105

a cluster of BSs act as a one giant BS jointly transmitting to106

their users so that the system can be viewed as a MU-MIMO107

[20]–[22]. In this case, data as well as CSI must be exchanged108

among the cells. Obviously network MIMO comes at the price109

of high cost in terms of control and data signals exchange [16].110

Unlike the aforementioned works, in this paper, the problem111

of user scheduling in multicell setting is addressed. Assuming112

the number of users in each cell is larger than that can be served,113

the problem we consider here is how to select users in the cells114

with spatially separated channels such that the sum-rate of the115

system is maximised. Furthermore, in addition to user selection,116

we also consider multi-mode selection problem where users117

may not all have the same number of spatial streams, thereby118

user selection is implemented across spatial modes. In both119

cases, solving multicell scheduling problem brings about high120

complexity in terms of computations and overhead signalling.121

To overcome these limitations, a distributed multicell scheduling122

algorithm is proposed consisting of two stages: multicell user123

scheduling stage and precoding stage.124

In the multicell user scheduling stage, the algorithm works in125

a sequential manner such that in each cell, a BS selects its users126

based on CSIs of already selected users interference channels127

in other cells. In the second stage, having selected the sets of128

users by all BSs, precoding matrices are designed for the selected129

users in each cell. In both stages, each BS works separately from130

other BSs, thus no centralised action is required. Furthermore,131

two algorithms are proposed for the scheduling stage. In the132

first algorithm, named as distributed sequential user scheduling133

(DSUS), each BS schedules its set of users in its turn, where in134

each turn, users are selected such that the space spanned by users135

channels lies almost in the null space of interference channels of136

already selected users in the previous cells. The reason for doing137

so is to suppress the interference more efficiently. The process138

continues until all BSs select their users. In the other algorithm,139

named as distributed circular user scheduling (DCUS), users140

are iteratively scheduled across cells. Unlike DSUS algorithm,141

in DCUS, only one user is selected by each cell in each turn.142

Having all BSs selected one user per each, in the next round 143

the process is repeated for selecting one user by each BS. In 144

each user selection, a BS takes CSI of the so far selected users 145

so that it can select another user in the null space of all users 146

interference channels. 147

In the first algorithm, the cells have noticeable disparity in the 148

sum-rate, where the last cell in selection order has higher sum- 149

rate among the others. While, in the second algorithm, better 150

fairness in terms of sum-rate among cells can be achieved com- 151

pared to the first algorithm. This point will be further illustrated 152

and justified in the subsequent sections. 153

In the procedure of multicell user selection described above, 154

the order of BS sequence can be dictated by the system through 155

central unit. Furthermore, no need to exchange all CSI of all 156

users among the cells but only of those selected users. 157

The main contributions of the paper are summarised as fol- 158

lows: 159

1) Low complexity user scheduling scheme is proposed for 160

multicell setting with MIMO coordination. The proposed 161

algorithm works in a partially-distributed manner with 162

limited information exchange and consists of two stages: 163

multicell scheduling and precoding stage. Thus, the pro- 164

posed algorithm can greatly reduce overhead signalling 165

by allowing only selected users to feedback their CSI. 166

2) Two variants of multicell scheduling are proposed. The 167

first algorithm has less complexity but leads to a gap in 168

system performance among cells. While the second algo- 169

rithm yields better fairness in terms of system performance 170

though with more signalling iteration among the cells. 171

3) The algorithm is extended to multi-mode selection in ad- 172

dition to the user selection, whereby the spatial modes are 173

adaptively selected in each cell. 174

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II 175

describes the proposed system model and the concept of BD and 176

principal angle. Section III presents the problem of multicell 177

scheduling and introduces the proposed algorithms and its two 178

variants and how the proposed algorithm is extended to multi- 179

mode selection. In Section IV, fair scheduling is introduced 180

for the proposed algorithm. Section V presents the simulation 181

results of the proposed algorithm. Finally, conclusions are drawn 182

in Section VI. 183

Notations: Bold and lower-case letters denote vectors while 184

bold and upper-case letters denote matrices. In×n denotes the 185

identity matrix with n× n dimensions. The notations (.)H, ‖.‖, 186

and tr{.} denote conjugate transpose, norm of a vector, and trace 187

of a matrix, respectively. |A| denotes the cardinality of set A. 188

N (.) and R(.) denote the null space and row space of a ma- 189

trix, respectively. E{.} is the expectation operator. Furthermore, 190

null(M) and row(M) denote the matrices whose columns form 191

an orthonormal basis of N (M) and R(M), respectively. 192

II. SYSTEM MODEL 193

A. Signal Model and Block Diagonalization 194

Consider a downlink cellular network consisting of a set 195

of B BSs, where B = {1, . . . , B} as shown in Fig. 1 for the case 196

of B = 3. Each BS is equipped with Nt antennas and serves 197
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Fig. 1. Illustration of coordinated MIMO cellular network, each BS serves
multiple users equipped with multiple antennas.

users, each equipped with Nr antennas. Suppose that the active198

set of users to be selected and served by BS b is Kb ∈ Ub , where199

Ub is the set of all users in cell b, and denote kb as an index of200

a user served by BS b such that kb ∈ Kb = {1, . . . , |Kb |}. The201

downlink channel matrix from set of B BSs to user kb in cell b202

is given by:203

Hkb =
[√

β1
kb

H(1)
kb
,
√
β2
kb

H(2)
kb
, . . . ,

√
βBkb H

(B )
kb

]
, (1)

where H(i)
kb

∈ CNr ×Nt is the downlink channel matrix from BS204

i to user kb located at BS b. Each component of H(i)
kb

is an205

independent identically distributed complex Gaussian random206

variable with zero-mean and unit-variance. βikb denotes the large207

scale channel fading (path-loss and shadowing) between ith208

BS and kb user. The transmit data vector of user kb is given209

by xkb ∈ CLk b
×1, where Lkb denotes the number of spatial210

streams allocated for user kb . The data vector xkb is multiplied211

by Nt × Lkb precoding matrix Pkb and the resultant signal is212

transmitted through Nt antennas from BS b.213

At the receiver side of user kb , a post-processing matrix214

Wkb ∈ CLk b
×Nr is employed to decode the spatial streams215

at the receiver. Hence, the received signal ykb ∈ CLk b
×1 after216

post-processing is given by:217

ykb = WH
kb

H(b)
kb

Pkb xkb︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+WH
kb

H(b)
kb

|Kb |∑
ib =1,ib �=kb

Pib xib

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cell interference

+ WH
kb

B∑
s=1,s �=b

H(s)
kb

|Ks |∑
ns =1

Pns xns

︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cell interference

+WH
kb

nkb , (2)

where n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) such that218

E{nkb nH
kb
} = σ2I. The second term is the intra-cell interference219

that stems from transmission to the users served by the same220

BS. The third term is the inter-cell interference that comes from221

other BSs. For the sake of complete exposition, we will describe222

the whole process of interference cancellation. To cancel the223

intra-cell interference, the following should be satisfied [7]:224

H(b)
kb

Pib = 0, ∀kb �= ib ,∀kb, ib ∈ Kb . (3)

On the other hand, to cancel the inter-cell interference, the fol- 225

lowing should also be satisfied: 226

H(s)
kb

Pns = 0, ∀kb ∈ Kb , ns ∈ Ks , b �= s ∈ B. (4)

To satisfy the condition in (3), i.e. cancelling the intra-cell inter- 227

ference, the precoding matrix Pkb should lie in the null space 228

of H̃b
kb

, which is defined as [7], [8] 229

H̃(b)
kb

=
[
H(b)H

1 , . . . ,H(b)H

kb−1,H
(b)H

kb +1, . . . ,H
(b)H

|Kb |
]H
. (5)

Whereas, to cancel out the inter-cell interference, the precoding 230

matrix Pkb should lie in the null space of Ĥ(b)
kb

which is defined 231

as: 232

Ĥ(b)
kb

=
[
H̄(b)H

1 , . . . , H̄(b)H

s−1 , H̄
(b)H

s+1 , . . . , H̄
(b)H

B

]H
, ∀b �= s ∈ B,

(6)
where we define H̄(b)

s as: 233

H̄(b)
s =

[
H(b)H

1 , . . . ,H(b)H

|Ks |
]H
. (7)

To obtain the precoders that satisfy the conditions in (3) and (4), 234

each BS b concatenates channel matrices of its own users along 235

with interference channels to the users in other cells as Ĥ(b)
kb

= 236

[H̃(b)H

kb
, Ĥ(b)H

]H. Thus, to nullify both inter-cell and intra-cell 237

interference using BD, the pre-coder Pkb must be constructed 238

such that: 239

Ĥ(b)
kb

Pkb = 0, ∀b �= s ∈ B. (8)

Let l̂kb = Rank(Ĥ(b)
kb

), the condition in (8) can only be satis- 240

fied when Rank(Ĥ(b)
kb

) < Nt . Let the singular value decom- 241

position (SVD) of Ĥ(b)
kb

as Ĥ(b)
kb

= Û(b)
kb

Λ̂
(b)
kb

[
V̂(b)
kb ,1

V̂(b)
kb ,0

]H
, 242

where Λ̂
(b)
kb

is the l̂kb × l̂kb diagonal matrix, i.e. Λ̂
(b)
kb

= 243

diag(λ1,kb , . . . , λl̂k b ,kb
), V̂(b)

kb ,1
contains the first l̂kb right sin- 244

gular vectors, Û(b)
kb

is an orthogonal matrix and V̂(b)
kb ,0

contains 245

the last Nt − l̂kb right singular vectors. Therefore, the columns 246

of V̂(b)
kb ,0

form the null space basis of Ĥ(b)
kb

. From V̂(b)
kb ,0

, the pre- 247

coding matrix Pkb can be constructed such that both intra-cell 248

and inter-cell interference can be eliminated [7]–[9]. 249

The precoding matrix Pkb can be decomposed into three ma- 250

trices Z1
kb

, Z2
kb

, and Bkb , i.e. Pkb = Z1
kb

Z2
kb

Bkb . where Z1
kb

is 251

designed to eliminate intra-cell interference, therefore it should 252

lie in N (H̃(b)
kb

). While Z2
kb

is designed to eliminate inter-cell in- 253

terference, thus it should lie in N (Ĥ(b)
kb

). Bkb is the matrix hold- 254

ing singular vectors that maximise data rate. Let Ḧ(b)
kb

denote the 255

effective channel matrix for user kb , i.e. Ḧ(b)
kb

= H(b)
kb

Z1
kb

Z2
kb

. 256

To obtain Bkb that maximises data rate, we find SVD of Ḧ(b)
kb

257

as: 258

Ḧ(b)
kb

= Ü(b)
kb

[
Λ̈

(b)
kb
,0
] [

V̈(b)
kb ,1

V̈(b)
kb ,0

]H
, (9)

where V̈(b)
kb ,1

contains the first right singular vectors, the columns 259

of which correspond to the orthonormal basis ofR(Ḧ(b)
kb

). Thus, 260
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Algorithm 1: Iterative Pre-Coder Design.

1: i = 1, Pi
1 = INt

.
2: while i < |K| do
3: Pi+1

i+1 = Pi
i × null(HiPi

i).
4: for m = 1 to i do
5: Update Pi+1

m = Pi
m × null(Hi+1Pi

m )
6: end for
7: end while

by setting Bkb = V̈(b)
kb ,1

, the data rate is maximised. The method261

to design precoding matrices mentioned above utilises SVD to262

find the null space for each user. The issue with this method263

is that it incurs costly computations. Motivated by the itera-264

tive method introduced in [10], the null space matrices can be265

obtained iteratively by utilising the idea of null space intersec-266

tion [23]. More specifically, consider the matrix that nullifies267

the intra-cell interference of user 1, i.e. Z1
1. Let Z1( i )

1 be pre-268

coding matrix Z1
1 after ith iteration, Z1( i )

1 should satisfy that269

H(b)
kb

Z1( i )

1 = 0 for all 1 < kb ≤ i. Then, Z1( i+ 1)

1 can be found as:270

Z1( i+ 1)

1 = Z1( i )

1 G, (10)

where the columns of G lie in the null space of H(b)
i+1Z

1( i )

1 ,271

i.e. N (H(b)
i+1Z

1( i )

1 ). In the same manner, the precoding matrices272

of other users can be obtained iteratively. In each iteration, the273

number of columns of Z1( i )

1 is reduced by Nr . Algorithm 1274

summarises the aforementioned procedure [10]. The BS index275

is removed from the notations in Algorithm 1 for simplicity.276

B. Principal Angle Between Subspaces277

To utilise the iterative procedure for user selection, we278

use an approach based on angle between subspaces of users279

channels. Here, we review the concepts of principal angle280

and geometrical angle utilised in this paper. Assume that281

U , V ⊂ Cn are two non-zero subspaces, the principal angles282

δi ∈ [0, π/2], i = 1, . . . ,m, between U and V are recursively283

defined such that [24]:284

cos (δi) = max
u∈U ,v∈V

uHv

= uH
i vi ,

subject to, ‖u‖ = ‖v‖ = 1, (11)

wherem = min{dim(U),dim(V)}, u and v are the vectors that285

form the ith principal angle. cos (δi) can be defined in terms of286

the eigenvalues as follows [24], [25]:287

cos2(δi) = λi , i = 1, . . . ,m, (12)

where λi are the eigenvalues of P̂H
1 P̂2P̂H

2 P̂1, with P̂1 and P̂2 the288

orthonormal basis matrices of subspaces U and V , respectively.289

Principal angles can be used as an indication of the degree of290

spatial correlation. That is, the larger the principal angle is, the291

more uncorrelated subspaces are. Thus, principal angles can be292

utilised to measure the orthogonality between users channels.293

To fully characterise spatial correlation between two subspaces,294

it is beneficial to consider the concept of geometrical angle. In 295

the following, the definition of geometric angle and its relation 296

to singular values will be given. 297

Geometrical Angle: For the given subspace U and V , the 298

geometrical angle, i.e. the angle Θ = �(U ,V) between the two 299

subspaces, is defined as [24], [25]. 300

cos2 (Θ) =
m∏
i=1

cos2 (δi)

= det
(
P̂H

1 P̂2P̂H
2 P̂1

)
. (13)

cos2 (Θ) represents the ratio between the volumes of the paral- 301

lelepiped spanned by the projection of the basis vectors of the 302

lower dimension subspace on the higher dimension subspace 303

and the one spanned by the basis vectors of the lower dimension 304

subspace [26]. 305

Based on both principal angle and the previously described 306

iterative procedure, the authors of [13] propose low complexity 307

algorithm for user selection in single cell scenario. In the next 308

section, the algorithm is subtly modified and utilised in the 309

proposed multicell scheduling. 310

III. MULTICELL USER SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 311

In this section, we define the problem of multicell scheduling 312

that maximise sum-rate of the system. In order to make the anal- 313

ysis more consistent, we start first with single cell scheduling 314

and then, subsequently, proceed to define multicell scheduling 315

problem. The reason behind this will be clarified in the next 316

discussions. 317

A. Single Cell Scheduling 318

In a single cell scenario, inter-cell interference is not consid- 319

ered. Hence, as described previously, scheduling users can be 320

either implemented with fixed number of spatial modes being 321

allocated for each user, which corresponds to the conventional 322

BD, or with varying number of spatial modes per each user, 323

which corresponds to the multi-mode selection. In the later case, 324

the selected users may have different number of spatial modes. 325

One way to implement multi-mode scheduling is by the way 326

of antenna selection. In antenna selection, the scheduler should 327

select the best set of antennas that maximises the sum-rate in the 328

system. Multi-mode scheduling allows more flexibility in allo- 329

cating the spatial modes and can substantially improve data rate 330

by exploiting multi-mode diversity [15]. Even though through- 331

put of a user can be decreased, nevertheless, it frees up the 332

resources so that they can be used by other users with better 333

spatial channel separation. Hence, in general, the sum-rate of 334

maximization with conventional BD/multi-mode scheme in sin- 335

gle cell is written as 336

Rb = max
Kb ∈Ub ,Lk b

,Pk b
,Qk b

∑
kb ∈Kb

log2

det
(
I +

1
σ2

H(b)
kb

Pkb Qkb P
H
kb

H(b)H
kb

)
, (14)
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subject to337

|Kb |∑
kb

Lbk ≤ Nt, (15)

|Kb |∑
kb =1

tr(Qkb ) ≤ P. (16)

For conventional BD,Lbk is fixed, i.e.Lbk ≤ Nr , and for multi-338

mode selection it can take the values 0 ≤ Lbk ≤ Nr for each339

user at each scheduling instant. Qkb and P are the transmit340

covariance matrix of size Lkb and the total transmit power341

allowed for each BS, respectively. Note that the covariance342

matrix Qkb can be determined by water-filling over non-zero343

eigenmodes of the effective channel. However, it is well-known344

that equal power allocation performs as good as water-filling in345

high signal to noise ratio (SNR) regime. Thus, we will consider346

equal power allocation for the rest of analysis, then we have347

Qkb = (P/
∑|Kb |

i Lbk )ILb k
×Lb k

.348

In general, only exhaustive search can solve this problem by349

searching over all possible sets of users/spatial modes, which350

is highly computationally costly. Therefore, we propose two351

suboptimal low complexity algorithms for both conventional352

BD and multi-mode user scheduling schemes. Although they353

are for single cell scheduling, the proposed algorithms will take354

into account the interference from other cells. Thus, they will355

be utilized later for our proposed iterative multicell scheduling356

algorithms. In the following discussion, we briefly explain the357

algorithms and how they work.358

a) Scheduling With Fixed Number of Spatial Modes (Conven-359

tional BD): when the transmission from the BS to each user360

utilises all available receive antennas at the users, no antenna361

(or multi-mode) selection is needed and Lbk = Nr . Hence, the362

channel matrix between BS b and the user kb is H(b)
kb

∈ CNr ×Nt .363

Accordingly, scheduling can be implemented to choose the best364

highly uncorrelated users channels.365

Here, we propose a greedy user selection algorithm based366

on principal angle concept [13]. Consider a cell b, at the ini-367

tialisation step, the algorithm computes the null space of the368

interference channels of users in other cells, denoted as N. The369

null space (N) is used to compute μ(1)
kb

for all users in the cell,370

where μkb represents the product of eigenvalues of the effective371

channel for user kb . Then, the user with the maximum μkb is372

selected, and a null space matrix W is initialised based on the se-373

lected user and the matrix N, according to step (2). Note thatWb374

is the sets of unselected users. At the ith iteration, the algorithm375

updates users’ metrics and selects the i th user satisfying (27).376

After the user is selected, Kb , Wb and W are updated accord-377

ingly. The conventional BD scheduling algorithm is detailed in378

Algorithm 2.379

It is worth mentioning that, comparing to conventional single380

cell algorithms, our algorithm considers the null space (N) in381

calculating the users’ metrics (μkb ) and the updated null space382

matrix W, which will subsequently affect the users’ selection.383

The inclusion of N yields further intersection with null space384

of other users interference channels.385

Algorithm 2: Iterative Greedy User Selection Algorithm.
1: Initialisation: Wb = Ub , Kb = φ, matrix of interference

channels null space N.
2: Gkb = row(H(b)

kb
), μ

(1)
kb

= det(H(b)
kb

NNHH(b)H
kb

),
∀kb ∈ Wb .

3: Select the best user k̂b as

k̂b = arg max
kb ∈Wb

μ
(1)
kb
. (17)

4: Update users sets: Wb = Wb \{k̂b}, Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}
5: W = N × null(H(b)

k̂ b
).

6: for i = 2 to |Kb | do
7: for m ∈ Kb do
8: μ

(i)
m = det(H(b)

m WWHH(b)H
m ).

9: cos2(ψm ) = det
(
GmWWHGH

m

)
.

10: end for
11: Select the next user according to

k̂b = arg max
m∈Wb

μ(i)
m

∏
k∈Kb

μ
(i−1)
k cos2 (ψm ). (18)

12: Update Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}, Wb = Wb \{k̂b}.
13: Update μ(i)

kb
, ∀kb ∈ Kb .

14: Update W = W × null(H(b)
k̂ b

W).
15: end for

b) Scheduling With Multi-Mode Selection: when the num- 386

ber of spatial modes are adaptively allocated for each user, 387

both user and spatial mode selection need to be implemented. 388

In Algorithm 3, we modify Algorithm 2 to incorporate spa- 389

tial multi-mode selection. The algorithm works by checking the 390

best antenna of a user that has maximum space angle with the 391

subspace spanned by already selected antennas. Accordingly, 392

the channel matrix between BS b and antenna l at user kb is 393

represented by h(b)
kb ,l

∈ C1×Nt . Denote Akb and Skb as sets of 394

remaining antennas and selected antennas for user kb in a cell 395

b, respectively. Wb is the set of users in cell b that have some 396

antennas still unselected. While Kb is the set of users that have 397

antennas selected. 398

The Algorithms 2 and 3 will be used for multicell scheduling 399

algorithms presented in the next section. They can be used by 400

each cell to select its own users/spatial modes such that the 401

selected users channel directions have maximum subspace angle 402

with interference channels of the previous users cells. Further 403

elaboration will be made to describe this process in the next 404

section. 405

B. Multicell Scheduling Problem Formulation 406

When considering multicell scenario, the problem of finding 407

the best users set for each cell Kb ∈ Ub , ∀b ∈ B, gets coupled 408

with precoding design due to inter-cell interference. Hence, 409

scheduling users across multiple cells becomes more compli- 410

cated, since we have to jointly schedule users/spatial modes sets 411

across all cells. Thus, multicell scheduling that maximises the 412
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Algorithm 3: Iterative Greedy Multi-Mode Selection
Algorithm.

1: Initialisation: Akb = {1, . . . , Nr}, Skb = φ,∀kb ∈ Wb ,
Wb = {1, . . . , |Wb |}, Kb = φ, matrix of interference
channels null space N.

2: Gkb ,l = row(h(b)
kb ,l

), μ(1)
kb ,l

= det(h(b)
kb ,l

NNHh(b)H
kb ,l

)
∀kb ∈ Wb , l ∈ Akb .

3: Select the best antenna l̂ of the best user k̂b as

(k̂b , l̂) = arg max
kb ∈Wb ,l∈Ak b

μ
(1)
kb ,l

.

4: W = N × null(h(b)
k̂ b ,l̂

).
5: Update antenna and users sets:
6: Ak̂ b

= Ak̂ b
\{l̂}, Sk̂ b = Sk̂ b ∪ {l̂}, Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}.

7: for i = 2 to |Kb | do
8: for m ∈ Kb do
9: for l ∈ Skb do

10: μ
(i)
m,l = det(h(b)

m,lWWHh(b)H
m,l ).

11: cos2(ψj (l)) = det
(
Gm,lWWHGH

m,l

)
.

12: end for
13: end for
14: Select the next antenna according

(k̂b , l̂) = arg max
m∈Wb ,l∈Ak b

μ
(i)
m,l

∏
k∈Kb ,j∈Sk b

μ
(i−1)
k,j cos2(ψj (l)).

15: Update Ak̂ b
= Ak̂ b

\{l̂}, Sk̂ b = Sk̂ b ∪ {l̂},

16: Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}.
17: if Ak̂ b

= φ then

18: Wb = Wb \{k̂b}.
19: end if
20: Update μ(i)

kb ,l
, ∀kb ∈ Kb , l ∈ Skb .

21: Update W = W × null(h(b)
k̂ b ,l̂

W).
22: end for

sum-rate for B cells is mathematically expressed as413

Rsum = max
Kb ∈Ub ,Lk b

,Pk b
,Qk b

B∑
b=1

∑
kb ∈Kb

log2

(
det

(
I +

H(b)
kb

Pkb Qkb P
H
kb

H(b)H
kb∑

s �=b H(s)
kb

Pks Qks P
H
ks

H(s)H
kb

+ σ2

))
,

(19)

subject to414

|Kb |∑
kb

Lbk ≤ Nt − B|Kb |, ∀b ∈ B, (20)

0 ≤ Lbk ≤ Nr , (21)

|Kb |∑
kb =1

tr(Qkb ) ≤ P, ∀b ∈ B, (22)

H(b)
kb

Pib = 0, ∀kb �= ib , (23)

H(s)
kb

Pns = 0, ∀kb ∈ Kb , ns ∈ Ks , b �= s ∈ B. (24)

Evidently, solving the problem (19) in realistic systems faces 415

three major challenges summarised as follow: 416

1) Inter-cell interference: the first challenge is the inter-cell 417

interference coming from neighbouring BSs. To overcome 418

this problem, BSs can coordinate their beamforming or 419

precoding matrices so that the interference is eliminated 420

at all users. To better utilise coordinated MIMO technique, 421

the set of users in the cells should be selected such that 422

each set of users in a cell have maximum spatial separation 423

with interference channels of users in the other cells. 424

2) Computational complexity: the second challenge is how 425

to find an optimal set of users in each cell such that the 426

inter-cell interference is perfectly eliminated, while max- 427

imising the sum-rate of all cells. To clarify this point, 428

without loss of generality consider two cells; b1 and b2 429

serving users kb1 and kb2 , respectively. For the b1 to per- 430

fectly eliminate the interference to user kb2 while serving 431

its user kb1 , the channel direction of b1 from its served user 432

kb1 , i.e. Hb1
kb 1

and its interference channel to the user kb2 , 433

i.e. Hb1
kb 2

must have perfect orthogonality. When there are 434

more users than that can be served, only exhaustive search 435

can find the optimal solution for this problem by searching 436

over all possible subsets of users and spatial modes given 437

by
∑	BNt /Nr 


i=1 C(B|Ub |, i) and
∑	BNt 


i=1 C(B|Ub |Nr , i), 438

respectively, where C(n, k) denotes the number of k- 439

combinations from a given set of n elements. This induces 440

complexity given by 441

ϕus ≈ O
(
|Kb |(BNt)3C(B|Ub |, |Kb |)

)
, (25)

ϕmm ≈ O
(

(BNt)5

Nr
C(B|Ub |Nr ,BNt)

)
. (26)

It is clear from (25) and (26) that the complexity becomes 442

prohibitive as the total number of users in the cell |Ub | 443

grows large. It can be observed that the problem becomes 444

even harder due to the coupling in user selection among 445

cells. Consequently, the computational complexity of ex- 446

haustive search becomes even higher than that of a single 447

cell user selection. 448

3) CSI feedback cost: assuming perfect CSI feedback and 449

centralised processing for selecting users across cells, 450

the BSs should exchange the global CSI of all users at 451

each scheduling period, which puts too much burden 452

to be permitted on the limited-capacity backhaul links. 453

Moreover, when the number of users in each cells gets 454

larger, CSI cost increases accordingly. This holds true even 455

when no exhaustive search but centralised processing is 456

implemented. 457

Motivated by the previous discussion, a suboptimal low 458

complexity algorithm is necessary from the practical point of 459

view for user selection in multicell setting to avoid complexity 460

involved in (19), while requiring less CSI sharing among cells. 461

To decouple the joint problem (19) into two sub-problems, 462

we propose two stages procedure; scheduling stage and 463

precoding stage. In the scheduling stage, BSs progressively and 464
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Algorithm 4: DSUS Scheduling Algorithm.
1: Initialisation: Wb = Ub , Kb = φ, ∀b ∈ B.
2: Scheduling step:
3: for b = 1 to B do
4: BS b constructs H̀(b) = [H̄(b)H

1 , . . . , H̄(b)H

b−1 ]H.

5: BS b calculates the matrix Nb = null(H̀(b)).
6: BS b selects its users (Kb) based on Nb using

Algorithm 2.
7: BS b conveys, to the rest of the BSs {b+ 1, . . . , B},

the interference channels, H(s)
kb

, between each BS
s ∈ {b+ 1, . . . , B} and the selected users ∀kb ∈ Kb .

8: end for
9: Precoding step: After scheduling step and exchanging

the interference channels of all selected users by all
BSs, each BS b distributively designs the precoders
for their own users by considering a new input matrix
Nb = null(Ĥ(b)).

sequentially select their users in their coverage region such that465

each BS selects its users separately from all other cells. At each466

step, each BS, say b, takes a limited amount of information from467

the previous BSs (1 to b− 1), and based on which it selects468

its users. Two types of algorithms are proposed to implement469

this procedure; DSUS and DCUS. In the following discussion,470

each algorithm will be described thoroughly. Without loss471

of generality, let us assume fixed spatial stream case, i.e.472

conventional BD, when discussing the multicell algorithms;473

nevertheless, the algorithms are also applicable to multi-mode474

case.475

a) DSUS Algorithm: In this algorithm, multicell scheduling476

is implemented in sequential distributed manner. At the ini-477

tialization, the first BS b = 1 schedules its users according to478

Algorithm 2, and conveys interference channels from all other479

BSs to its selected users. At the i th step, a BS b, where b = i,480

selects its own users such that the channel directions of selected481

users have maximum spatial separation with interference chan-482

nels between BS b and the users already selected by BSs 1 to483

b− 1. To do so, BS b selects its users with maximum effective484

channels lying in the null space of all interference channels to485

the already selected users in the previous cells. It does so by in-486

corporating input matrix N, which represents the space allowed487

for use by its own users. To select users in each cell, an itera-488

tive algorithm determining the best users group using principal489

angle between subspaces is employed. Once users are selected,490

the BS b passes the CSI of interference channels between its491

selected users and all other BSs. The process continues until492

the last BS involved in coordination selects its users. The sec-493

ond stage of algorithm is implemented distributively by each494

BS, whereby each BS, after selecting its own users, designs495

the transmission precoding matrices separately. The algorithm496

details are presented in Algorithm 4.497

With this algorithm, there is no need to estimate the interfer-498

ence channels by all users in a cell. But only the set of selected499

users can estimate the CSI and feed them back to its serving BS.500

Thus, in addition to reducing the complexity of user selection,501

the algorithm can significantly reduce overhead signalling and 502

feedback cost. 503

As it will be shown later, simulation results reveal that DSUS 504

algorithm results in disparity in performance among cells. More 505

specifically, while the first cell, i.e. BS b = 1, obtains lower 506

throughput compared with other cells, the last cell, i.e. BS b = B 507

enjoys best performance compared to others. This stems from 508

the fact that the first cell in the sequence, when selecting its own 509

users, does not take into account the interference channels to 510

users in other cells as they are not yet selected. In contrast, the 511

last cell knows all interference channels to the already selected 512

users in other cells so that the BS, b = B, can select users 513

in a subspace which is an intersection of null spaces of all 514

interference channels. 515

b) DCUS Algorithm: Here, the process of users selection 516

is implemented circularly among the cells. More specifically, 517

while in DSUS algorithm, each BS selects its set of users in 518

one round and then the next BS does the same and the process 519

continues until the last cell, in DCUS algorithm, each BS selects 520

one user in its round and the next BS does the same and so 521

on. In the next iteration, the process is repeated from the first 522

BS to the last one to select another single user by each cell. 523

Thus, the process is implemented circularly among the cells. The 524

detailed process of circular multicell scheduling is presented in 525

Algorithm 5. The DCUS algorithm brings about more delay 526

and frequent signalling, since each BS has to wait for other BSs 527

to select one user per each so that it can select another single 528

user again. However, with DCUS the disparity in sum-rates 529

among the cells is significantly reduced, especially when users 530

have the same average SNR, as will be evident by simulation 531

results. Further comments will be made regarding this point in 532

simulation results. 533

C. Computational Complexity Analysis 534

Here we compare the complexity of the proposed multicell 535

user/multi-mode scheduling algorithm to that of brute-force 536

search. Computational complexity is usually measured in terms 537

of the number of flops ϕ required to accomplish the whole pro- 538

cess of calculation. A flop is defined as a real floating point 539

operation, thus, a real addition (or multiplication) operation has 540

one flop. While a complex addition and multiplication have two 541

flops and six flops, respectively. 542

Consider a complex matrix H ∈ Cm×n , the complexity of 543

the following matrix operations is given as [9] 544

1) Multiplication of an m× r complex matrix with a r × n 545

complex matrix has 8mrn flops. 546

2) Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation (GSO) has 8m2n− 547

2mn flops. 548

3) SVD has approximately 24mn2 + 48m2n+ 54m3. 549

4) det(HH) takes 8m2n+ 4
3m

3 − 3
2m

2 + 13
6 m flops. 550

In the optimal multicell user/multi-mode scheduling, we as- 551

sume that a central unit conducts an exhaustive search over all 552

possible users and spatial modes combinations of which the 553

complexity are given by (25) and (26), respectively. To find 554

the complexity of the proposed multicell scheduling algorithm, 555

we will consider only the first stage, i.e. user scheduling, and 556
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Algorithm 5: DCUS Scheduling Algorithm.
1: Initialisation: Wb = Ub , Kb = φ, ∀b ∈ B.
2: Gkb = row(H(b)

kb
), ∀kb ∈ Wb ,∀b ∈ B.

3: Scheduling step:
4: for b = 1 to B do
5: BS b constructs H̀(b) = [H̄(b)H

1 , . . . , H̄(b)H

b−1 ]H.

6: BS b calculates the matrix Nb = null(H̀(b)).
7: BS b calculates the following metric

μ
(1)
kb

= det(H(b)
kb

NbNH
b H

(b)H
kb

), ∀kb ∈ Wb .

8: BS b selects one user according:

k̂b = arg max
kb ∈Wb

μ
(1)
kb
.

9: Update users sets: Wb = Wb \{k̂b}, Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}
10: BS b conveys the interference channels H(s)

k̂ b
to the

rest of BSs s ∈ B\{b}.
11: end for
12: for i = 2 to Nt

BNr
do

13: for b = 1 to B do
14: BS b calculates the matrix Nb = null(Ĥ(b)).

15: BS b constructs H́(b) = [H(b)H

1 , . . . ,H(b)H

|Kb | ]
H.

16: W = Nb × null(H́(b)).
17: for m ∈ Kb do
18: μ

(i)
m = det(H(b)

m WWHH(b)H
m ).

19: cos2(ψm ) = det
(
GmWWHGH

m

)
.

20: end for
21: Select the next user according to

k̂b = arg max
m∈Wb

μ(i)
m

∏
k∈Kb

μ
(i−1)
k cos2 (ψm ). (27)

22: Update Kb = Kb ∪ {k̂b}, Wb = Wb \{k̂b}.
23: Update μ(i)

kb
, ∀kb ∈ Kb .

24: end for
25: end for
26: Precoding step: After scheduling step and exchanging

the interference channels of all selected users by all BSs,
each BS b distributively designs the precoders for their
own users by considering a new input matrix
Nb = null(Ĥ(b)).

neglect the precoding stage. For simple notation, let K denote557

the total number of users in each cell, i.e. K = |Ub |. Then, the558

complexity of the proposed algorithms assuming only user se-559

lection (no multi-mode selection) can be counted for each cell560

as follows:561

1) i = 1: calculating both μ
(1)
kb

and GSO requires562

K(16N 2
r Nt − 2NrNt + 4

3N
3
r − 3

2N
2
r + 13

6 Nr ) flops.563

2) i ≥ 2 calculating μ(i)
kb

, cos2 (ψm ), and H(b)
kb

needs approx-564

imately (8N 2
r Nt + 4

3N
3
r − 3

2N
2
r + 13

6 Nr ), 8NrN
2
t +565

8N 2
r Nt + 4

3N
3
r − 3

2N
2
r + 13

6 Nr , and (8N 2
t Nr ), respec-566

tively.567

For cell b ≥ 1, it requires to calculate the null space of in- 568

terference channels which takes 8(b− 1)|Kb |2Nr flops. Hence, 569

the complexity is given by 570

ϕpro.us ≈
B∑
b=1

(
K

(
16N 2

r Nt − 2NrNt +
4
3
N 3
r −

3
2
N 2
r +

13
6
Nr

)

+
|Kb |∑
i=2

(K − i + 1) ×
{

8N 2
r Nt +

4
3
N 3
r −

3
2
N 2
r

+
13
6
Nr + 8N 2

t Nr

}
+ 8(b− 1)|Kb |2Nr

)

≈ O(BK |Kb |N 2
t Nr

)
. (28)

The complexity ratio of the proposed algorithm to that of ex- 571

haustive search is approximately given by 572

ξ ≈ KNr

B2NtC(BK, 	BNt/Nr
) , (29)

which shows dramatic reduction in computational complexity 573

for multicell scheduling. 574

IV. PROPORTIONAL FAIR SCHEDULING 575

While Algorithms 4 and 5 described in Section III aim at 576

maximising system throughput, they will always favour users 577

with better channel conditions. Under practical situations, when 578

users may stay at cell-edge for a long time, this gives rise to 579

fairness issues, i.e., cell-edge users may not get scheduled for 580

long time as long as they stay on cell boundaries. Fair schedul- 581

ing is proposed to guarantee a certain degree of fairness among 582

the users in the system. Various fair scheduling policies are pro- 583

posed in literature, however in this work we consider propor- 584

tional fairness scheduler. To keep the limited space, we consider 585

multi-mode selection with proportional fairness (PF) scheduler 586

problem, which can be defined as 587

RP F = arg max
Kb ∈Ub ,Lk b

,Pk b
,Qk b

B∑
b=1

∑
kb ∈Kb

Rkb (t)
Rkb (t)

, (30)

with the same constraints in (20–24). In this problem, Rkb (t) 588

is the rate of the user kb at time instant t. While Rkb (t) is the 589

average rate of user kb . When setting Rkb (t) to 1 the problem 590

is reduced to that of (19), which is identical to maximising the 591

sum-rate. In PF, Rkb (t) is updated as 592

Rkb (t+ 1) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(
1 − 1

tc

)
Rkb (t) + 1

tc
Rkb (t), if selected

(
1 − 1

tc

)
Rkb (t), if not selected

(31)
where tc is window time. The PF scheduler ensures the fairness 593

by giving priority to the users with sufficiently large value of 594
Rk b

(t)
Rk b

(t)
. Thus, users with low average rateRkb (t) are more likely 595

to be served in the subsequent scheduling intervals. The problem 596

of PF with user selection lies in the fact that the exact rateRkb of 597

user kb is unknown before completion of user selection process. 598

However, this problem can be overcome by assuming constant 599

power allocation, which is near optimal in high SNR regime. 600
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Let Likb be the number of spatial modes at ith iteration for the601

user kb including the stream to be scheduled next, denoted as l̂.602

The rate of user kb in the ith iteration step can be approximated603

as:604

Ri
kb

≈
Lk b∑
l=1

log2

(
1 +

P

iLikb
gikb

)
, (32)

where605

gikb =
∏

l∈Sk b ∪{l̂}
μikb ,l , (33)

where gikb represents the product of squared row norms of the606

effective channels. The above metric can be further simplified607

assuming high SNR regime as608

Ri
kb

≈ log2

((
P

iLikb

)Li
k b

gikb

)
. (34)

The multi-mode selection metric for PF scheduler at the ith609

iteration is replaced by:610

(k̂b , l̂) = arg max
m∈Wb ;l∈Ak b

Ri
kb

Rkb

+
∑
k∈Zb

∑
j∈Sk b

Ri
kb

Rkb

. (35)

To consider PF in users/modes selection, (35) replaces the metric611

in step (3) in Algorithm 3.612

V. SIMULATION RESULTS613

We consider a multicell system consisting of three hexagonal614

cells (B = 3) with radius of R = 1 km. Each BS is equipped615

withNt = 12 and employs BD while coordinating toward users616

served by other cells. Users, each equipped with two antennas617

(Nr = 2), are randomly and uniformly distributed within the618

cell area. The users are assumed to always have data for trans-619

mission (full buffer assumption). Although the proposed scheme620

can accommodate multicarrier systems, we only consider sin-621

gle sub-channel with bandwidth of 180 kHz. The channel is622

assumed to be subjected to three components; path-loss, lognor-623

mal shadowing, and small-scale Rayleigh fading. The path-loss624

model is given by:625

β̂ikb (dB) = 136 + 40 log10(d
i
kb

), (36)

where dikb is the distance given in km between the user kb and a626

BS i. Noise spectral density of −174 dBm/Hz and 8 dB standard627

deviation for Shadowing are considered.628

Fig. 2 depicts the total sum-rate in bit/s/Hz versus the total629

number of users for various power (P ) values, averaged over 105630

channel realisations. The figure shows the performance of ex-631

haustive search and the proposed algorithm DSUS with fixed632

spatial mode (conventional BD). It can be clearly observed that633

the proposed algorithm achieves most of the sum-rate achievable634

by exhaustive search. It can be also noticed that the sum-rate is635

increased with the increase of total number of users, which is636

due to multi-user diversity.637

Fig. 3 shows a comparison between DSUS and DCUS al-638

gorithms assuming user pairing in which users are assumed to639

Fig. 2. Comparison between an optimal solution obtained by exhaustive
search and the proposed algorithm for different power values.

Fig. 3. Comparison between rates of the cells obtained by the two proposed
algorithms DSUS and DCUS (P = 40).

have the same average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) so that only 640

small-scale fading is taken into account. As expected, we figure 641

out that the gap in performance among cells in sequential algo- 642

rithm (DSUS) is larger than that of circular algorithm (DCUS). 643

This comes in an agreement with our expectation that the order 644

in which the process of multicell scheduling is accomplished 645

allows the latest cells to select users whose channels directions 646

lie almost in the null space of interference channels of all other 647

users belonging to other cells. In contrast, the previous cells 648

in the sequence of algorithm have no knowledge at their turn 649

about other next cells decision regarding user selection; conse- 650

quently they may select users whose channels directions may 651

not lie in the null space of interference channels to other cells 652

users. Furthermore, we expect that the gap increases with the 653

increase in the number of cells involved in coordination accord- 654

ingly. On the other hand, in DCUS, since one user is selected 655

by each cell in its turn, this allows the first cells in sequence to 656

have knowledge about more interference channels to other cells 657

users, while making the latest cells have knowledge about fewer 658
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Fig. 4. Comparison between rates of the cells obtained by conventional BD
and multi-mode selection scheme (P = 40).

Fig. 5. The figure compares between SRM and PF scheduling schemes in
terms of sum of rates of the cells in the system versus number of users.

interference channels, hence yielding more fairness among the659

cells in terms of sum-rate. However, when the users suffer het-660

erogeneous channel conditions, the gap tends to diminish and661

then both algorithms will have comparable performance due to662

higher multi-user diversity gain provided by heterogeneity of663

users channels. The fairness issue may disappear in the long664

term for the DSUS algorithm by changing the order of BSs.665

However, for a given iteration, the first BS will have better per-666

formance compared to the last BS. On the other hand, in DCUS667

algorithm, since each BS selects only one user each time, the668

fairness among the BSs can be enhanced by rotating the list of669

BSs. For example, let us suppose that we start with BS 1, until670

BSn, now if we start again from BSn, until BS 1, we expect that671

the gap between BSs becomes ever smaller with the increasing672

number of users selected per each cell.673

Fig. 4 compares between fixed spatial mode (conventional674

BD) and multi-mode selection with the DSUS algorithm in675

terms of sum-rate for versus number of users. As can be clearly676

observed, multi-mode selection outperforms fixed spatial mode677

Fig. 6. Comparison between SRM and PF scheduling schemes in terms of
sum rates of individual cells (P = 40).

scheme with only user selection. The gain comes from the flex- 678

ibility offered by multi-mode selection to choose the best set of 679

channel direction on the level of antennas, thereby exploiting 680

the spatial diversity more efficiently. 681

In Figs. 5 and 6, we compare between sum-rate maximiza- 682

tion (SRM) and PF scheduling schemes. The total rate of the 683

system and the sum-rate of cells are depicted versus number 684

of users, respectively. The observed decrease in sum-rate in PF 685

as compared with SRM comes from the fact that PF attempts 686

to guarantee fairness as described previously. However, PF will 687

ensure that users with bad channel conditions to be served. 688

VI. CONCLUSIONS 689

In this paper, multicell scheduling for coordinated MIMO cel- 690

lular network is investigated and analysed. Two low complexity 691

algorithms are proposed for user scheduling with conventional 692

BD and multi-mode selection. The algorithms are based on two 693

stages: multicell scheduling and precoding stages, and work 694

in progressive sequential manner. Thus, lower computation 695

complexity and overhead signalling are required for algorithms 696

operation. While the distributed sequential user scheduling al- 697

gorithm is shown to give higher priority for the latest cells in the 698

sequence order, the distributed circular user scheduling achieves 699

better fairness among cells. Furthermore, the algorithms are 700

extended to accommodate proportional fairness scheduling. 701

Simulation results show high percentage of sum-rate achievable 702

via exhaustive search can be achieved by these algorithms. 703
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